ATTRACTIVE, QUICK & easy
alignment, ideally suited
for any application.

KEYSTONE GREEN SOLUTIONS

Ideal for residential and commercial construction, Keystone Victorian
Stone™ provides unique benefits for both the contractor and owner.
Large open core space in the center of the unit ensures sufficient infill

Boral Best Block is an environmentally
conscious company committed to shaping
the future of green building and design.
As the worldwide leader for innovation
and excellence within the segmental
retaining wall industry, Keystone
Retaining Wall Systems, Inc. offers a wide
range of site solutions that respond to
green building and construction needs.

placement and reduced weight for ease of handling. The Keystone
Victorian Stone™ system has a clean uniform appearance that blends
harmoniously with any landscape setting.

n

Uses Natural and Recycled Materials
Prevents Erosion
Recyclable & Durable
Promotes Vegetation
Utilizes Local Materials

Plant Locations

www.boralbestblock.com

8227 Blakeland Drive
Littleton, CO 80125
(877) 444-3334
(303) 791-3334

2662 North Freeway
Pueblo, CO 81003
(800) 332-8512
(719) 543-3063

Features & Benefits

Keystone Victorian Stone™ is made of high-strength, low absorption concrete for long lasting structures. All structural
units are interconnected using high-strength fiberglass pins for strong shear connection. The connecting pins allow for
ease-of-unit alignment and a secure positive mechanical connection with soil reinforcement materials. Keystone’s patented
fiberglass pin system is the critical difference providing the safety and security of a structural retaining wall solution!

AVAILABLE COLOR

PRODUCT PACKAGING INFO

Sierra Blend
Please review actual samples before making a color selection. Please review
Keystone Construction manual for installation guidelines and contact Boral
Best Block for engineering questions.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
DIMENSIONS

8”h x 18”w x 12”d

QUANTITY PER PALLET

24

WEIGHT PER PALLET

2,040 lbs

Mini Cap Unit
4”h x 18”w x 10.5”d
48 pieces per pallet

Plant Locations

www.boralbestblock.com

8227 Blakeland Drive
Littleton, CO 80125
(877) 444-3334
(303) 791-3334

2662 North Freeway
Pueblo, CO 81003
(800) 332-8512
(719) 543-3063

Fiberglass Pins
½” diameter x 5¼”h

